
MILITARY RECREATION SECURITY

At NHMD Ltd we believe that things can be always be done better. Each of our products strive to be of the highest 
quality and continually deliver in order for the end user to maximise their downtime or focus on the operation at hand. 

The Breechtool™ Original and Breechtool™ Lite consist of patented components designed specifically to clean the 
most hard to reach parts of any weapon system from side arms to assault rifle to MGs.

Proven through extensive trials, both versions of The Breechtool™ reduce cleaning times by 40% and allows the user 
to streamline their Weapons Cleaning Kit (WCK) on their personal carry, reducing weight and space.

This provides the operator peace of mind that their weapon system is cleaner than it ever has been before, enabling 
them to focus on their routine.

We tailor kits of Breechtool™ Original and Breechtool™ Lite with the addition of our patented brush heads to last 
the user anything from a full US tour of operations, to a month long exercise, or live firing package (Brecons plt 
commanders course for example). We stock our own WCKs that fit in a Molle 9mm Magazine Pouch. Highlighting 
how small your kit can be. 

For bulk requirements of heads, we provide loose heads to be kept in stores and issued when appropriate. 
Recommended 10 heads with each tool with 20 per tool in stores as found with the UK Police Tactical Firearms Units.

Breechtool™ products have been design to last. Customer satisfaction is NHMD Ltd’s number one priority, which 
is why each Breechtool™ is hand checked by our team at NHMD Ltd to ensure and oversee the highest possible 
quality standards and we are so confident and proud of our handy work that each tool comes with a lifetime warranty. 

BREECHTOOL

MAIN PRODUCT RANGE:
BREECHTOOL™ ORIGINAL Description

The Breechtool™ Original consists of three components designed 
specifically to clean some of the toughest to get at parts of any weapon 
system.

The patented main tool gets flannelette patches into places previously 
untouched effectively by any other tool on the market. It can dislodge 
stubborn carbon and grit with its unique shape by allowing both clockwise 
and anti-clockwise movement due to not relying on a threaded attachment. 

The replaceable patented Brush head is a unique brush that attacks 
any dirt all over a weapon system from multiple angles. With two grades 
of stiffness (green and black brush heads) they are strong enough to 
dislodge anything, soft enough to bounce back time after time and protect 
key parts of the weapon system.

The pin tool - seriously useful for getting in to hard to reach places and 
stops the use of the firing pin to clean the weapon system. 

We also have two other versions of the original. The ‘Lite’ (consisting of 
the main tool and brush heads) and the ‘Huntertool’ (consisting of the pin 
tool and brush heads - perfect for systems that do not have the barrel 
extension chamber). For more information please get in touch. 

Recommendations:
Add our other accessories such as: 
Breechtool™ Lite / Huntertool / Oil bottle 
Pull through / Pouch / Brush Heads

Compatibility including but not limited to: 
SA80A2 / L129A1 / AR-10 / AR-15 / AR-
18 / M16 / C7A2 / G36 / FN SCAR / FN15 
/ GPMG / MINIMI / Side Arms 

Note to Armourers: 

The Breechtool Lite has been developed 
directly with Soldiers, Armourers, the 
IDTU and SASC of the British Army 
in conjunction with the University of 
Northumbria’s School of Computing 
Engineering and Information Sciences 
since 2009. This means that we have 
ensured that the Breechtool will never 
damage a weapon system. 

Specifications and contents: 

1. Material: The Breechtool™ Original is made from high quality, world
renowned 304 Sheffield Stainless Steel (SS)
2. Avg. weight of tool Original: 65g / Lite: 16g / Huntertool: 55g
3. Avg. weight of brush head: 5g
4. Manual with tips and tricks
5. Tool wallet made of phthalate free PVC & fully REACH compliant


